TRUSTED AI AND AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

By RONALD J. BIRK and TORREY O. RADCLIFFE
The Aerospace Corporation

U.S. aerospace companies are increasingly using intelligent agents, artificial intelligence (AI), and machine learning (ML) in their complex systems of systems, comprising hardware, software, networks, and human-machine interfaces. The aerospace and defense market for AI is already estimated to be $2B and growing rapidly.

The Executive Order on Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence, released in February by the White House, emphasizes the need for trust in these complex systems.

Small abnormalities can spread unchecked in these intelligent complex ecosystems, resulting in unforeseen downstream impacts. An autonomous system can change its operating environment, which changes inputs to the system, causing feedback loops that are difficult to track and manage. There are multiple scenarios where time-critical autonomous systems require improved operational assurance.

Ensuring effective and safe operations of AI/ML-enabled aerospace systems requires ongoing monitoring of system state of health and verification and validation of end-to-end enterprise effectiveness. These needs drive mission assurance (MA) for AI.

AI/ML techniques are also needed to accommodate the increasing 5Vs (volume, velocity, variety, value, and veracity) that outpace the capacity of humans. To outpace future threats, assured mission success requires continual system performance assessment that is agile enough to identify threats and abnormalities, anticipate anomalies, and take remedial actions to ensure sustained and resilient operations. Space systems also require AI to counter adversarial intelligent actors. These needs drive AI for MA.

To advance U.S. leadership in space, we need both AI for MA and MA for AI. For reference, check out the Center for Space Policy and Strategy paper on Assuring Operations of Autonomous Systems.

For more information, contact Ronald J. Birk, 240.293.9006, ronald.j.birk@aero.org, or Torrey O. Radcliffe, 703.812.0655, torrey.o.radcliffe@aero.org.
LAUNCH MISSION SUCCESS

By MICHAEL MOORE
The Aerospace Corporation

The predictions are based on the reliability growth principle, which is the continuous improvement in reliability as a system is operated or tested and as design or process defects are discovered and corrected. Analysis of historical launch data, maintained in the Acquisition Support and Systems Engineering Tool (ASSET), shows that reliability growth is one of the most significant factors affecting launch reliability—the more experience behind a launch vehicle family, the more reliable future launches are expected to be. Another factor affecting launch reliability is payload capacity.

Historically, medium-class vehicles like the Atlas V, Delta IV, and Falcon 9 have been the most reliable launch vehicles. Heavy-class and small-class vehicles have not fared as well. To account for these differences, Aerospace generates separate data-driven predictions for all three classes of vehicles.

The accompanying figure depicts the growth model and underlying data for small-class vehicles. The dotted blue line in the figure is the idealized growth curve for small-class vehicles, with points highlighted representing what the predicted probability of success might be for a hypothetical new entrant, maturing design, and established provider. The green and red bars represent the number of historical successes and failures in the underlying dataset, organized by flight sequence and total number of flights in a sequence.

For example, the first bar on the left shows 11 small launch vehicles on their first flight: four failed and seven succeeded. As the number of flights increases, the total number of flights in the sequence decreases, as some launch vehicle families have a more extensive history than others. Only one vehicle family has flown more than 20 flights. As the number of flights increases and less data is available, the growth model predictions become more uncertain.

The launch vehicle landscape is a dynamic environment, with many new entrant providers and customers. Aerospace continually updates this analysis with the latest launch data to provide our customers with the best possible estimates of the probability of launch mission success to inform their acquisition decisions.

REFERENCE:

For more information, contact Michael Moore, 310.336.0097, michael.r.moore@aero.org.
PIECING TOGETHER SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

By RAYMOND BONESTEELE
The Aerospace Corporation

Systems integration employs a collection of interfaces, processes, and technical methods to ensure that the system performs its mission as required in the intended environment. The government has depended on the prime contractor in the past to manage these interfaces and deliver a complete system. Recently, the government has chosen to decompose large programs into smaller, more manageable segments to foster competition and innovation. With this strategy change, the government by default has the responsibility for planning, coordinating, and integrating tasks required to acquire the system segments to meet the overall mission objectives.

The Aerospace Corporation reviewed systems integration findings, recommendations, and lessons learned from past independent program reviews and other government sources. The following highlights the needs related to the government as the system integrator:

• Defined end-to-end integration function in the program office, with one government person responsible, reporting directly to the program manager
• Defined systems integration organization, separate but cooperating with the systems engineering office, with well-defined giver-receiver responsibilities, authorities, and accountabilities
• Defined scope of the systems integration office that includes consideration beyond the contracted segments (from piece parts to Congress)

Planning for systems integration needs to begin early in the acquisition process before the segment contracts are issued. Preparation includes: clearly understanding the intended operational use of the system; defining the system boundaries, interfaces, and stakeholders; defining end-to-end requirements and baseline; and developing a systems integration strategy and plan.

The systems integration staff needs to anticipate problems, develop backup plans, and proactively influence the future.

REFERENCE:

For further information, contact Raymond Bonesteel, 310.336.2350, raymond.g.bonesteele@aero.org.

GROUND CONTROL TO MAJOR OPS

By THANH TRAN
The Aerospace Corporation

One of the biggest challenges of transitioning from a heritage ground system to a new ground system is to not disrupt current operations. Adequate training time must be provided for ground operators.

The new system should be able to process telemetry from operational satellites while full operational control is maintained by the heritage system. This enables testing in a test-like-you-fly environment early and throughout the campaign. Because the operators have an early opportunity to use the system before delivery, they can provide valuable feedback during the development cycle for incorporation. Contractor-only testing is not adequate.

Often the transition from the old to the new system is a discrete cut-over that effectively places both the operators and system in a “trial by fire” situation while taking the heritage system offline. An incremental, phased approach should be implemented to the transition instead of a “big bang” cut-over. Full system testing (use of equipment, processing of telemetry, determination of mission performance) in an operationally realistic environment should be conducted prior to the official transition to the new system.

Design the program contract to decompose a major program delivery into multiple incremental deliveries to keep the program manageable and on schedule. Programs placed on contract with major new capability
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Some of the challenges for this new doctrine relate to lack of a prior historical database, timing of supporting data deliveries, and needed contracting changes to support risk-based implementation across the projects.

The implementation has been largely successful, requiring engineers and safety and mission assurance personnel to look at heritage components differently. Using a risk-centric rather than requirements-centric approach has prompted a cultural shift for GSFC.

Furthermore, use and assessment of inherited items is one piece of a bigger transition for the GSFC and the agency to risk-based safety and mission assurance.

REFERENCE:
Safety and Mission Assurance Acceptance of Inherited and Build-to-Print Products, Goddard Space Flight Center Procedural Requirements (GPR) 8730.5.
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or functionality deliveries can lead to onerous program management complexity and schedule pressures.

The following best practices should be considered:

- Plan ground transition early in the development lifecycle—architecture features/designs that empower effective transition usually are not placed on contract.
- Track software development performance metrics.
- Allocate special effort and resources to cybersecurity tasks—needs are typically more than planned due to continued proliferation of threats.
- Perform segment- and system-level testing concurrently.

JUST-RIGHT ADVICE FOR ALTERNATE-GRADE ELECTRONICS
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environment for which they were not designed? One of the most daunting impact is exposure to the space radiation environment: galactic cosmic gamma rays, protons, electrons, and heavy ions.

The Aerospace Corporation (Aerospace) is conducting collaborative research with industrial, government, and academic partners to characterize the tolerance of selected alternate-grade electronics to particle radiation encountered in space. A goal is to develop data and insights into parts selection and tests that are neither overkill nor too risky, but “just right” for the selected mission’s needs.

A range of simple plastic encapsulated devices such as a realtime clock, metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET), diode, operational amplifier, field-programmable gate array (FPGA), microcontroller, analog-to-digital converter, and digital-to-analog converter has been examined. The tests include gamma ray radiation to characterize degradation due to total ionizing dose and single-event effects issues such as data corruption and circuit damage due to protons exposure. The radiation test results are shared with the space community to accelerate the parts selection and testing process, especially for short-duration missions and those willing to accept more risk.

Contact Aerospace for copies of existing reports, opportunities to contribute data to the repository, or to recommend parts and materials for future radiation testing.

REFERENCE:

For more information, contact Allyson Yarbrough, 310.336.1499, allyson.d.yarbrough@aero.org.